
instructions for

headphones bluetooth foldable with 
microphone & handsfree function
model no: bt001

thank you for purchasing a sealey product. manufactured to a high standard, this product will, if used according to these instructions, 
and properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS & CAUTIONS. USE 
THE PRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE AND/OR 
PERSONAL INJURY AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS SAFE FOR FUTURE USE.

1. safety        
 9   Keep headphones away from damp - keep dry.
 8   do not expose the headphones to direct sunlight or place in hot areas.
 8   do not expose the headphones to cold.
 8   do not drop or knock the headphones, the interior circuits may be damaged.
 8   do not use chemicals or detergents to clean the headphones.

2. introduction
comfortable cushioned over ear design with foldable headband for storage. internal 3.7V lithium-polymer battery, for up to 10 hours listening 
time. on ear control allows user to adjust volume, skip tracks and answer calls. Built in microphone for phone calls. extendable arms to suit 
required size. supplied with usB cable for micro usB charging port and a 3.5mm mini jack audio cable. 

3. specification
model no: .....................................................................Bt001
input supply: ...........................................................5V 500mA
Battery: ................................................. 3.7V 320mAh li-poly
charging time: ...................................................................4hr
operating time: ...............................................................10hr
Weight: ........................................................................ 0.18kg

4. functions
4.1.   Pairing with any mobile phone with built-in Bluetooth devices 
 (e.g. iPhone, Htc, samsung) and tablet Pc (such as iPad).
	 •	Answer,	end	and	reject	call	from	the	headset
	 •	Redial	last	number.
	 •	Voice	dial.
	 •	Listen	to	music	wirelessly
	 •	Remote	control	buttons	on	the	headset	for	pause	/	play	/	
	 last	song	/	next	song	/	last	call	re-dial	/	voice	control.
4.2.    Automatic switching between conversation and music.
4.3.    Automatic connecting to the last paired device when turn on 
 the headset.
4.4.   Battery indicator feature is available on ios5, 6, 7 on 
 iPhone and iPad. it shows the battery status for the headset 
 without installing any Apps.
4.5.   multilink technology allows you to connect to two devices at
 the same time. All you need to do is simply repeat the pairing 
 process for the second device and manually reconnect from 
	 the	first	device.
4.6. 		 Voice	prompt	now	comes	with	five	status	alerts.	
 Power on, power off, pairing, pairing completed, incoming call 
 (for iPhone, you will directly hear the ringtone instead of “in 
 coming call”). the voice notice comes directly through the 
 headset and indicates its current status.
 note: even though the paired device and headset support the 
	 same	Bluetooth	profiles,	the	functions	may	be	different	due	to	
	 the	specification	difference	of	the	paired	devices.

refer to
instruction

manual
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1 > : next song
2 < : last song
3 led indicator
4 multifunction button (mfb):
• On/off
• Answer phone
• Stop call
• Voice dial
• Redial last number
• Pause and play
5 + : volume up
6 - : volume down
7 micro usb charging port

fig.1



5. operation
5.1.   charging
 note: turn off the headset before charging
5.1.1.   initial charging: make sure the battery has been charged fully before use.
5.1.2.   next time: When you hear warning tone of “du du du” and at the same time the red light blinks two times, it means that   

 battery has almost run out.
5.1.3. 		 Insert	USB	charging	cable	into	USB	port	which	provides	5V	power	(such	as	AC/DC	USB	adapter	or	PC	USB	port).	Connect	charging		

 cable to the micro usB charging port of headset.
5.1.4.   When the red light is on, the headset is in charging.
5.1.5. 		 When	the	blue	light	is	on,	see	fig.1.3,	the	headset	is	fully	charged.
5.1.6.   it takes about 4 hours to charge the headset fully.

5.2.   how to use

5.3.   pairing the headset with bluetooth devices
5.3.1.   how to enter pairing mode

5.3.2.   pairing the headset with a bluetooth mobile phone
 note: Please make sure your mobile phone has a Bluetooth function that can be used.
 note: Specific	pairing	procedures	may	vary	with	different	mobile	phones.	Please	refer	to	your	mobile	phone	manual	for	further		 	
 information. 
5.3.2.1.   Please keep the headset and mobile phone within 1 meter range when pairing.
5.3.2.2.   switch the headset into pairing mode (led is red and blue blinking), see 5.3.1.
5.3.2.3.   start the Bluetooth function of mobile phone and search for new Bluetooth devices.
5.3.2.4.   After searching, select “Bt001” in the Bluetooth device list.
5.3.2.5. 		 According	to	the	indication	on	the	mobile	phone,	enter	password	or	PIN	No:”0000”,	and	press	the	key	of”	Yes”	or	“confirmed”,	(it		 	

 depends on the Bluetooth device setting).
5.3.2.6.   After successful pairing, select “Bt001” in the Bluetooth device list, and press “connect”.
5.3.2.7.   After connecting successfully, the blue led of the headset will keep blinking.

5.4.   reconnecting to a bluetooth device
5.4.1.   automatic connecting
5.4.1.1.   every time the headset is switched on, it will connect to last connected device automatically, of course the source device Bluetooth  

 must be “on”.
5.4.2.   manual connecting to last connected hfp device
5.4.2.1.   When the headset is in standby mode and doesn’t connect to any HfP devices, short press mfB button once, and it will connect to  

 last connected source device automatically.
5.4.2.2.   simply tap the mfB button on the headset.
 note: Before connecting to a Bluetooth device, please turn on the Bluetooth device’s Bluetooth function.
 note: on some Bluetooth devices, some nokia mobile phones for example, you have to allow automatic connecting in the mobile  
 phone’s settings. Please refer to your mobile phone’s manual for further information.

function operation led indicator Voice prompt
switch on Press mfB for 

3 seconds and 
release when blue 
led is on

Blue led blinks 3 times Power on

switch off Press the mfB 
for 5 seconds and 
release when the 
red led is on

red led blinks 3 times Power off

function operation led indicator Voice prompt
entering pairing 
mode

make sure the 
headset is off. 
Press and hold 
mfB button for 
6 seconds, and 
release it till the red 
and blue leds blink 
alternately

red and blue leds
Blink alternately

Pairing
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5.5.   making calls with the headset 

5.5.1.   not all the mobile phones support all the functions listed above. Please refer to the instruction of your mobile phone.
5.5.2.   some functions and indication tones may vary with different mobile phones.
5.5.3.   When the volume is adjusted to max or min, you will hear an indication tone.
5.5.4.   for some mobile phones, when you press the key for accepting the call on the phone, the conversation will be sent to the mobile   

 phone. At this time, you can switch the call to headset by using the conversation switch button or through an operation on the mobile  
 phone. Please refer to the instruction of your mobile phone for further information.

5.6.   playing music 
5.6.1.   When the headset connects with a mobile phone or Bluetooth transmitter, you can enjoy music through headset wirelessly.

5.6.2.   for some of mobile phones, when they are playing music, the music will transmit to the speaker of mobile phone. You have to choose  
 “transmit the sound through Bluetooth” in the “setting” of music play interface, and then choose “BH-580” in the device list. the music  
 will be transmitted to the headset. Please refer to the instruction of your mobile phone for further information.

5.6.3.   When the volume of headset is adjusted to max. or min, you will hear a indication du du tone.
5.6.4. 		 To	remote	control	the	function	of	last	song/next	song/pause,	it	needs	your	mobile	phone	or	Bluetooth	transmitter	supports	AVRCP.		

 Please refer to the instruction of your mobile phone or Bluetooth transmitter for further information.

5.7.   led indications
5.7.1.   battery charging mode

5.7.2.   operation mode

5.8.   low power indication tone  
5.8.1.   “ du” tones every 20 seconds.     

function headset status operation
Voice dial stanby mode Press and hold mfB button for 1 second, 

release it when indication sound is heard, 
then make the call.

redial last number standby mode short press mfB twice quickly

Volume up conversation mode short press + key

Volume down conversation mode short press - key

Answer call ringing short press mfB

reject call ringing Press and hold mfB for 1 second and 
release when indication sound is heard.

function headset status operation
Pause Playing music short press mfB

Play Pausing short press mfB

next song Playing music short press > key

last song Playing music short press < key

Volume up Playing music short press + key

Volume down Playing music short press - key

led indicator headset status
red led is on charging

Blue led is on charging	finished

led indicator headset status
red and blue leds blink alternately Pairing mode

Blue led blinks quickly twice every second not connected to a device

Blue and red led quickly blinks three times 
every 2 seconds

set up HfP and A2dP connection

red led blinks twice every 20 seconds low power
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NOTE: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior notice.
important: no liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product.
warranty: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which will be required for any claim.

sole uK distributor, sealey Group.

Kempson Way, suffolk Business Park,

Bury st. edmunds, suffolk.

iP32 7Ar

www.sealey.co.uk

sales@sealey.co.uk

01284 757500

01284 703534

web

 environmental protection
recycle unwanted materials instead of disposing of them as waste. all tools, accessories and packaging should be sorted, 

taken to a recycling centre and disposed of in a manner which is compatible with the environment.
when the product becomes completely unserviceable and requires disposal, drain off any fluids (if applicable)

into approved containers and dispose of the product and the fluids according to local regulations.

weee regulations
dispose of this product at the end of its working life in compliance with the eu directive on 

waste electrical and electronic equipment (weee). when the product is no longer required, it must be disposed
of in an environmentally protective way. contact your local solid waste authority for recycling information.

 
                                                                                        battery removal
 the battery is on the inner right side of the headphones. pull off the ear cushion, use a screw or knife to press down   
 the locking latch. pull off the speaker. undo the screw on the centre of the speaker body. remove speaker body and   
 turn upside down. release the two screws from the main case. separate front and back case. cut the cables and   
 remove the battery. under the waste batteries and accumulators regulations 2009, Jack sealey ltd are required   
 to inform potential purchasers of products containing batteries (as defined within these regulations), that they are   
 registered with Valpak’s registered compliance scheme. Jack Sealey Ltd’s Batteries Producer Registration Number   
 (bprn) is bprn00705.
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